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Derek Hateley learned the ropes of the direct commerce systems 
world with one of the larger systems providers. A couple of 
years ago he set out on his own to develop a solution that would 
serve the under £20,000 order management systems market 
(with typically a half dozen users). Delstree Control is the result, 
currently with two users and another in the pipeline. 

Written in MySQL for Windows XP, the system can be hosted 
externally, and incorporates SOAP technology for web services 
connectivity (which one of the users has already implemented). 

The system includes an email parsing utility to identify orders 
embedded in email text, extract the order data and process it 
(with duplicate order error trapping). For the kind of low volume 
order environment Delstree is intended for, this actually works 
quite well. 

B2B/B2I
Unusually for a new system, thanks to the requirements of its 
initial users, Delstree is designed to handle trade sales (B2B) and 
government/institutional sales (B2I) that require a company or 
organisation name, with multiple divisions and, more importantly, 
multiple names and contact data (phone numbers, addresses) and 
job titles for each individual. 

Accordingly, there is also an “ordered-by”, “bill-to”, “despatch-
to” and “deliver to” names and addresses per order (“deliver to” 
is for cases where “despatch to” is a merchant or service which 
delivers the product to the end user, and may provide maintenance 
or service for it after the sale). Order records have a field for 
customer purchase order.

Each contact has a “preferred method” of communication (fax, 
email, post) to receive order confirmations, promotional material, 
etc. Communication documents have both an email and a print 
template (with PDF option).

The system handles bids and quotations, with reminders to 
chase the outcome. You can convert a quote to an order by simply 
changing the status code. 

Tricky bits
Thanks again to the requirements of the first adopters, Delstree 
provides support for managing equipment rentals and repairs (for 
a customer requested number of weeks), with a scheduled return-
date reminder option (or option to raise a renewal order).

Item serial numbers can be tracked upon despatch. 

Sizes and colours or any other item options can be managed at 
up to four levels using a matrix interface, with each combination 
having a variant price, if required. The quantity of each is also 
displayed. 

One quibble here: the system shows if an item or variant is in 
stock, with no free stock and a purchase order raised, or no free 
stock and no outstanding purchase order. It would be useful to see 
if the item is in-stock and available but below its reorder point, 
as well (which would require a field for reorder point, which the 
system does not yet have). 

Stock quantities can be specified as eaches or “bulk”, which 
represents the purchasing quantity.

There is a field for “expiry date” on perishables, however, 
and a “non-count” option for intangible stock such as insurance 
policies or maintenance agreements. Items can also be set up as 
“not for sale”.

Kits can be specified with a Bill of Materials, which can 
include both mandatory and optional items. 

Delstree offers support for direct despatch of goods on an 
order, producing either a despatch note or a work order to the 
supplier.

The system also has a workflow management utility to display 
a reminder to oneself or someone else to follow-up on a particular 
action at a designated interval. The reminders are displayed when 
the user logs on to the system.

Pricing, discounts
Pricing accommodates a standard price for an item with multiple 
pricing columns, as well as a “combination” price that is used 
when an item is sold along with other specified items. Discount 
Groups can also be set up.

The system can be set up to show price margins for trade sales, 
to guide ad hoc discounting during order entry. It also includes 
quantity price breaks

There is support for customer-level discounts. 
Pricing can be worked out and maintained on Excel 

spreadsheets, then readily imported into the system.

Customers
Delstree maintains a database of customers, prospects, and 
“suspects” (suspects have not been contacted before, while 
prospects have been sent literature or contacted by email or phone). 
The customer file offers support for tax-exempt customers. You 
can specify company type, contact name gender, salutation name, 
contact suppressions, and default method of payment.

There is a country field, but it does not disable postcode 
formatting (which is supported by Hopeweiser for address look-
up) for non-UK addresses. 

You also get twenty user-definable demographic fields.
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Oops!
You can send a customer an invoice or enter payment by cheque, but there is 
no support for automatic credit card processing at the moment (neither first 
adopter needs it) – you knew there had to be a catch! But Derek has no problem 
implementing it for the first user who needs it. For the moment, credit card 
payments must be done manually.

The system also does not do “allocations” of line-item entries on an order (i.e., 
it assumes “unlimited” stock).

All goods are maintained in a single warehouse, and there are no warehouse 
locations, as such. Receiving can be done in bulk or item-by-item, as well. You 
can also create a pro forma PO to receive something that you already bought and 
had delivered to the warehouse.

Source codes and promotional codes are at the order level, not the line-item 
level, but the system does capture and retain each customer’s original source 
code.

Accounting, reporting
The system is tightly integrated with Sage Line 50. You have the option of using 
Sage for Accounts Receivable management, or Delstree’s own A/R module, which 
is especially good for chase management.

Returns can be issued a refund cheque or a credit on account.
In addition to an “Information Control” panel with views to more than two 

dozen standard reports, there is an ODBC interface to Crystal Reports, Access, 
or any other reporting tool. You can use templates to amend, change, and save 
new standard reports, and there is a fairly good query builder.

Reports can be set as “not available” if you want to discontinue using the 
format in future, but not lose previous reports in that format.

The bottom line
Although it is an “elementary” system at the moment, Delstree is likely to become 
a very functional B2B solution, which in time will serve more than just the low-
end of the business. There is definitely a niche and a need here.

For the moment, the first half dozen or so users will get a system that is highly 
tailored to their specific requirements. With Derek’s knowledge of the direct 
commerce business, this development should be done on a sound foundation. 

There are, of course, risks in this approach, and it is not for those who require 
broad functionality immediately or want the comfort of a large user base. But the 
risks of having the system fall over are most likely to come from a high volume 
overload rather than programming bugs or a flaw in the basic functional design. 
And fortunately for Delstree, even quite large trade dealers typically don’t have 
the kind of high volumes that consumer merchants encounter (larger orders and 
higher order values, yes, but lower volumes overall). 

The system is easy to use, with a well-laid out interface, and the entire 
documentation for the system is on each user’s terminal, in case they need a 
reminder.

Considering the price and the B2B orientation, direct commerce merchants 
selling to businesses without adequate systems support are well-advised to explore 
this option. It is streets ahead of using something like Sage to generate invoices 
and call these “orders”, as often happens in direct trade sales. This is a proper 
direct commerce solution, to be sure, with a promising future in front of it.   


